Butler & Young Building Control have vast experience in the conservation of fuel and power and the approved documents, and allied legislation, we are happy to be involved to assist in the following:

- a) Advice on current Part L and early assistance with upcoming changes to Part L, including a presentation on the current thoughts and likely implementation programme.
- b) Advice and details of varying the ways of gaining compliance with Approved Document L.
- c) Advice on different and latest techniques to gain construction green credentials.
- d) Advice on capital and lifetime energy cost savings.
- e) Advice on how to assist with achievement of BS14001.
- f) Advice on zero carbon construction techniques and materials.
- g) Assistance and advice on Green Deal, and updates on progress.
- h) Advice on how to reduce carbon footprint / gain carbon neutral status.
- i) 

Butler & Young Group can also assist with calculating and producing SAP, SBEM, BREAAM, Display Energy Certificates and Energy Performance Certificates.